
Our company is looking for a lean manager. Thank you in advance for taking a look
at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your
resume.

Responsibilities for lean manager

Working knowledge of computer programs (Microsoft Word, Excel,
Powerpoint and Outlook)
Implement common tools and methods to drive quicker, more transparent,
and data based business decisions by mastering the CI tools and methods
Create and ensure reliability of performance measurement systems of
SQCDSM
IL6S Implementation
Develop the tactical roadmap to deploy IL6S across the manufacturing lines
and functional areas of the integrated supply chain in alignment with pillar´s
master plans
Drive behavioral change across the Supply Chain to build CI /L6S culture
including support functions, through coaching and influencing employees
across plant and within categories
Coach and support pillar´s owners and pillar´s councils ensuring clear
understanding of IL6S to effectively develop and execute plans to eliminate
losses and deliver the CBN through the creation of capabilities
Comfortable leading change in areas outside of subject matter expertise
Plant Champion for Lean Six Sigma
Develops and updates plant improvement roadmap and gains alignment with
Plant Leadership Team

Qualifications for lean manager

Example of Lean Manager Job Description
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Improve the lean culture/score of the organization by implementing the
underlying key PPI processes and culture
Represent Supply Chain within the regional or global PPI organization to
support and work, group wide/regional initiatives Supply Chain specific
initiatives
Enable success through effective communication, by enabling cross-functional
collaboration and engagement to facilitate major process or systems
enhancements (eg
Monitor actual benefits that projects or initiatives promised to deliver –
forecast the impact as inputs to our annual operating plans and well as
midterm strategic plans
Bachelor’s Degree in Business Administration, Supply Chain, or a related field,
or equivalent combination or experience and education


